
Amount of food , feed supplement and goodies for DOGS

PANEON menus are a complete food for dogs (for puppies request specific information)
Individual needs vary according to age and activity.

The approximate amount per day and kg body weight: 20g, (very) small breeds up to 25 (30)g
Therefore: Normally, with two walks a day, no supplementary feeding is needed.
Catching up: After the conversion (within 1-3 months) You can feed up to the double amount, as 
dogs show a high pent-up demand. Then reduce the amount gradually to the benchmark.

Appetite: Do not use the appetite of the animal as a benchmark. Wolves and wild dogs often hunt 
only once a week. Therefore they are geared up to eat huge amounts at once, as this has to be 
enough for a few days. 

Especially for high-quality food this instinct awakes for sure. As they do not know if SUCH a good 
"prey" will be there also the next day, "hunted" by the owner. The dog would always like to eat 
more even though it's already enough. After many weeks slowly the conviction rises, that the pet-
owner is such a good “hunter” now every day. 

Maintain weight: The amount specified is sufficient for an average house dog with two walks a day. 
Nevertheless, "the eye of the owner" alone is decisive: If ribs are to see or to feel, it's good. This 
corresponds to the human "six-pack". Although it is "normal", that ribs are usually not visible, 
because it is “normal” that dogs are getting overweight. This is but the fact that most of the animals 
(such as is often with the owners) are well over-nourished. Only when the pelvic bones and 
vertebrae are visible: this is really slim!

There may be several reasons why the dog's weight increases or decreases :
In the detoxification phase, the first three months, the dismantling of the contaminated fat is 
normal. This can add to some detoxification symptoms as hair loss, diarrhea eg.

The amount of PANEON menu does not need to be increased for the purpose of gaining weight. 
It is sufficient to admixture some cereals. We recommend PANEON Organic Six Grain Cereal, this 
can be up to 1/3 of the volume of PANEON menus. Mix the cereal with warm water to the PANEON 
menu and let soften for a minute.

Alternatives to PANEON Organic Flakes: brown rice, whole wheat pasta. Products from white flour 
and sugar are a strict no-no in the dog bowl, because degeneration of the connective tissue is a 
result from it (as it is for humans).

Performance dogs: sports and herding dogs may have a much higher calorie needs. 
In this case sometimes pure fat as addition to the cereals could be the solution, as this is 
done with sleigh-pulling dogs in competition events.

Weight loss needed:
Reducing the amount PANEON to 15g/kg/day. For this purpose, add no cereals, no treats from 
cereals. PANEON chew products and “Mini's” are allowed.

Too frequent deworming and vaccination, stress u.v.m. can lead to serious, permanent illness. There are z.T. 
Alternatives , please request special information on this topic.

Freedom of chemical additives is extremely important. 
Since many of them cause intolerances, allergies, autoimmune diseases and threat of cancer. Commercial 
chews and treats are often extremely contaminated with chemical additives. 
Therefore we strictly recommend pure air-dried, chemical additive-free products from PANEON.

Attention: by law in most countries the addition of chemical adjuvants without naming is allowed. Partly also 
it is not even needed to declare them. PANEON guarantees in writing not to take advantage of these 
opportunities. As we know PANEON is the only company with this guarantee.


